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Ultrasonic Therapy - a Slice of Brain

Ultrasound has been used on the field of medicine, while it began on beautification only 15 years ago. Surprisingly, its three wonderful efficacy bring the ones ... 
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a Slice of Brain



Ultrasonic Therapy Ultrasound has been used on the field of medicine, while it began on beautification only 15 years ago. Surprisingly, its three wonderful efficacy bring the ones who care about beauty a brand new world.



Highly speed vibration (machinery affect) The first efficacy of ultrasound is the highly speed vibration. Except in vacuity, same frequency of ultrasound would display various waveforms via different transmissions. Their action on the tissue is just like massage. We usually call this machinery affect as micro-massage. All other efficacy is extended from this one, for example, the heat efficacy and the bubbling action. The ultrasound applied in therapy is usually ranged from 1MHz to 1000MHz. Even the least vibration of 1MHz would be as keen as a sharp knife to cut off steels, if we reinforce its amplitude. However, the output of the ultrasound used in treating people must be decreased substantially. The wave produced for therapy and beautification is only few micrometers high. One would feel nothing but a little warm. It is better for our tender textures. Appropriate micromassage plays a modulating role to our physiological system.



The heat efficacy The heat is produced by vigorous friction of the modules in speed vibration. It is basically important to human body. To healthy cells, heat supplies energy and speeds metabolism, while to unhealthy ones such as cancer cells, heat weakens them and has them killed easily. Cancer cells can not survive at 43? and the lymphatic system works well at this temperature. That is why we usually kill cancer cells by heat therapy. However, for protecting healthy cells, almost all medical and beauty ultrasonic devices equipped the maximum output temperature and the timer setting for auto switchoff. The design is to rejuvenate our healthy cells and hurt no body tissues. According to the researches, massaging with 1MHz of vibration for ten minutes, the temperature of the skin texture 45cm deep into the surface would go up 0.5-1 degree centigrade, and with 1W/cm2 of continuous ultrasound, 0.007 degree centigrade up every second. What does the heat do? It is not difficult to consider that heat helps dissolve the fat, that heat accelerates the blood circulation, and also that heat promotes sweat drainage. All these are immediately concerned to our health.



The cavitation Stirring the water in a fish jar with a chopstick, we supply oxygen to the fish. The speeder we stir, the more bubbles we have. Now just image how many bubbles would be produced by one million stirs per second. That's right, countless and invisible. But, each bubble still does its best to do what a bubble should do. They wrap all oil, stain them up tightly, and remove them away even from the pores of the face. You do not have to worry about the composition of the facial cleansers again, or, if your face is cleaned well or not. Ultrasound is deemed to take the place of soap. No doubt, skin cleaning is the most important thing, especially for the one whose skin is oily. Most of people have tried and tried to find a perfect facial cleanser but seem to get no reward. Now, the cleaning method has to be changed to make a breakthrough. All we have to do is do a simple cleaning. As to the oozed oil, bacteria, etc. just leave to the ultrasound instead of variety of soaps. Ultrasound CONTRAINDICATIONS



- Avoid exposure to the developing foetus - Malignancy - Vascular abnormalities including DVT and severe atherosclerosis - Pacemakers - in the region of the implant and its associated electronics - Haemophiliacs not covered by replacement factor - Application over :



- Specialised tissue e.g. eye and testes http://joemanu.free.fr/taratata
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a Slice of Brain



- The stellate ganglion - The cardiac area in advanced heart disease - The cranium - Active epiphyseal regions in children PRECAUTIONS



- Anaesthetic areas should be treated with caution if a thermal dose is being applied - Subcutaneous major nerves and bony prominences - Always use the lowest intensity which produces a therapeutic response - Ensure that the applicator is moved throughout the treatment - Ensure that the patient is aware of the nature of the treatment and the expected effects - If pain, discomfort or unexpected sensations are experienced by the patient, the treatment intensity should be reduced. If the symptoms persist, the treatment should be terminated.



http://joemanu.free.fr/taratata
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USTherapeutic - a Slice of Brain 

... of the exponential absorption is shown in the adjacent diagram. .... inflammatory response as such (though if applied with too greater intensity at this stage, it is ...
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BLOG_smd_ref - a Slice of Brain 

to decode the SMD reference and help to repare electronic! SMD_Catalog.pdf a Slice of Brain http://joemanu.free.fr/taratata. Powered by Joomla! Generated: 18 ...
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IFTherapy - a Slice of Brain 

To produce low frequency effects at sufficient intensity at depth, most patients ... In other words, the lower the stimulation frequency, the greater the resistance to ...
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BLOG_ARM_debugger - a Slice of Brain 

free download from ARM, and enables you to create, compile, debug and profile ... you can purchase a license upgrade later that enables even more features.
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BLOG_USB_devices_with_python - a Slice of Brain .fr 

Emulating USB Devices with Python by Travis Goodspeed 
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GEM S2 - a Slice of Brain 

the purchase of this old keyboard is the eager to teach my kidsmusic, and also got at home a good master keyboard. The GEM S-series is polyphonic aftertouch, ...
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BLOG_python profiling - a Slice of Brain 

This chapter deals with strategies to make Python code go faster. Prerequisites. - line_profiler (http://packages.python.org/line_profiler/) Chapters contents.
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Led Shirt - a Slice of Brain 

The front pocket hold the protoboard and the battery. a Slice of Brain http://joemanu.free.fr/taratata. Powered by Joomla! Generated: 26 September, 2018, 08:55.
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BLOG_HPClinux toolsheet - a Slice of Brain 

sumup of few tricks and parameter to keep in mind for debugging. Cheat Sheet for various Linux/HPC Tools Originally written for a class on High Performance ...
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BLOG_OpenCV Cam - a Slice of Brain .fr 

Not many people are trying to capture images from their webcam using Python under Linux and blogging about it. In fact, I could find nobody who did that.
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Welcome to a Slice of Brain! 

If you are interested in physics, electronics, computer sciences ... and anything else, and you spend all your time to feed your imagination, you practice your ...
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blog_tcp no delay - a Slice of Brain .fr 

small bursts of information without getting an immediate response, where timely delivery of data is required (the canonical example is mouse movements).
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Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) - a Slice of Brain 

In addition, most modern machines will offer a BURST mode (D) in which the pulses will be allowed ... Ã¢â‚¬ËœtrainsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢, usually at a rate of 2 - 3 bursts per second.
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Rapid effects of brief intensive cognitive-behavioral therapy on brain 

Jan 8, 2008 - daily ERP sessions with the therapist, patients were assigned 4 hours of ... Intensive CBT was conducted for every patient according to a set ...
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Blood-brain barrier-specific properties of a human adult brain 

Sep 1, 2005 - for expression of normal endothelial markers, including CD31, VE cadherin ... in tissue culture, exhibited robust proliferation in response to endothelial ... inflammatory cytokines, and demonstrated blood-brain barrier .... and express
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Ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation of cracked 

Control of business process outsourcing relationships free download ... Nucleotide sequence analysis and development of consensus primers of RT PCR for.
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4 slice 

Â®Registered trademark/Marque dÃ©posÃ©e/Marca registrada KitchenAid, U.S.A.. â„¢ Trademark/Marque de commerce/Marca de comercio KitchenAid, U.S.A.,. The shape of the mixer is a registered trademark of KitchenAid, U.S.A./La forme du batteur sur socle 
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Pharmacokinetics-Pharmacodynamics of Antimicrobial Therapy 

Nov 27, 2006 - Since the advent of the modern era of antimicrobial chemotherapy in the 1930s, animal ... the vast quantity, quality, and importance of animal-derived ..... Disease state, drug .... multidrug resistance threatens public heath in both t
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A randomized, placebo-controlled trial of repeated IV antibiotic therapy 

Oct 10, 2007 - masked treatment with IV ceftriaxone or IV placebo and then no antibiotic ... Adverse events from either the study medication or the PICC.
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Retrospective Evaluation of Sildenafil Citrate as a Therapy for 

pulmonary venous and left atrial hypertension (ie, congestive heart failure), pulmonary thromboembolic disease (eg, heartworm disease, Cushing's syndrome,.
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P_noble clean_F - ELMA Ultrasonic 

Récipient: bouteille à col large de 1 litre; HDPE-bidon de 2,5 litres, 10 litres et 25 litres. Conserver uniquement dans le récipient d'origine maintenu fermé à une ...
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Macrolide therapy of chronic Lyme Disease 

ro a nrodci oil ynle neurohuriclioris iairhiui LO the kiimun itirc;lsc. N F ~ I I o I o ~ ~ ..... outer membrane proteins, and the 35kd, 37kd, 39kd, and 83193kdproteins. ... With these hmitat~ons, the results of a few. studies show minimum bactericid
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Major Slice 350 

10 fÃ©vr. 2016 - EntraÃ®nement par pignons (vis sans fin acier rectifiÃ© et roue bronze). AffÃ»teur indÃ©pendant avec une manÅ“uvre des molettes simultanÃ©e ...
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CT for escalation of therapy is an 

benign tracer uptake). 3. Reduced intensity of uptake with no change in their number compared to baseline. Residual mass â‰¥2cm: moderately increased uptake.
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